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Editor’s Rant
The nanny-state movement struck a blow when Kings Cross
cornerstone Hugo’s sank into obscurity.
There is nothing in way of argument that Hugo’s should
have gone to the wall and its owners lose in the vicinity of
ten million dollars. The highly popular venue, which saw
around 6,000 patrons every weekend prior to the crippling
restrictions, had never incurred a strike or any reputation for
violence.
Surely such a circumstance would make any sensible
Government wonder if the regulations are in fact working
as intended. Decision-makers in touch with community
would surely see the harsh operational penalties for licensed
venues is tantamount to a misplaced Band-Aid on an internal
problem.
The litany of trading restrictions placed on Kings Cross, and to
a lesser degree Sydney’s CBD, are misplaced in that problems
with violence and anti-social are happening on the streets far
more than in the venues.
While anti-alcohol advocates will counter that the venues are
to blame for attracting people who then act up when outside,
but this effectively gets to the heart of the nanny-state
controversy: do lawmakers and self-appointed commentators
believe they can address societal problems – particularly
violence – by simply denying people places to go?
Far from logical, it is actually not far short of the prohibition
philosophy. Quash and discourage. Deny a problem, in the
hope it goes away. The gang-loaded moonshine legends of
the American prohibition era made it quite clear that doesn’t
work.

actual people, despite the fact that violence has been shown
to be a cultural issue exaggerated but caused by alcohol – as
seen in restriction-free yet violence-free European countries
– in Australia the overwhelming notion seems to be that if we
stop people going out, they will cease to be unhappy.
Tragically, the evidence is mounting that the unseen victims
of the knee-jerk application of trading restrictions may in
fact by the families. On-premise has been losing the battle of
volume to off-premise for decades, and narrowing options is
just likely to see troubled individuals stay to cause problems.
Statistics on domestic violence in greater Sydney appears to
have climbed from the time the restrictions came into effect.
BOSCAR have stated they will be issuing a report on this
possibility in the near future

So much of NSW awaits the much talked about ‘review’ of
Sydney’s so-called lockout restrictions, which deny people –
including international tourists – entry to venues at the very
conservative hour of 1:30 am.
Meanwhile, Queensland venues similarly hang on a precipice
of uncertainty as the newly-elected Palaszczuk Government
ponders its own politically-driven bout of restrictions.
Despite the fact that jurisdictions around the country have
tried and revoked lockouts, despite the fact that the statistical
drop in violence in Sydney pales against the statistical drop in
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AUGUST NEWS
MORE AND MORE
PUBS FOR GROWING
MELBOURNE PUBLICAN
In August, the booming Dixon Hospitality Group (DHG)
swooped on two more Melbourne pubs: the Middle Park
Hotel, just south of Melbourne’s CBD, and the Newmarket
Hotel in adjacent St Kilda.

m² corner block less than a kilometre from Sydney Airport,
and holds an approved DA to build further accommodation or
serviced apartments.
JDA – which recently sold Liverpool’s Macquarie Hotel –
bought the Tennyson from long-term owners in an off-market
transaction through Ray White Hotels.
Feros said he plans to improve the food offering, and that JDA
is targeting pubs with development potential; this driver saw

Speaking to PubTIC, DHG director Mike Dixon said the
geography of the two pubs, bought from Melbourne Pub
Group through CBRE Hotels, fit nicely with their plans.

the $50 million sale of the Bull & Bush to developer Dyldam.

“[They] are exactly in our model. They’re far enough apart to
not compete, but close enough to suit our management,” says
Dixon. “As a group, we’re very happy with the purchases.”

interested parties, said Ray White Asia-Pacific director, Andrew

The hard-fought sale is another example of market appetite
– most importantly due to the sheer number and range of
Jolliffe.

While specifics on price were not disclosed, DHG reports a
policy of purchases within 5-times earnings, and conceded a
“good deal on both” was achieved.
Just weeks later, Dixon ramped up expansion considerably,
purchasing the entire portfolio – 17 pubs plus head office
– of Michael Thiele’s Open Door Pub Co, through Cropley
Commercial.
Growing from nothing to 23 leaseholds in under two years,
including possibly the State’s biggest ever food & beverage
venue transaction, Dixon said he believes this style of venue is
fundamentally more stable and is eager to continue to apply
the DHG model that is working for them.
“It’s very exciting. It’s a great path we’re on, and we couldn’t be
happier.”

LALOR PARK JOINS LIST
OF TOP GAMERS TO
MARKET
Yet another top gaming pub freehold going concern came
on the market. The Lalor Park Hotel, on a large block in fastgrowing Blacktown, is destined to become a top-100 gaming
venue, with upside potential atop its current position of #153
on the OLGR list.
The area has been rezoned medium- to high-density
residential and slated for a population of half a million people.
2014 saw over $1bn in approved development applications
and the maximum building height triple to twenty-four

FEROS GRABS TOP
GAMING PUB WITH D.A.
UPSIDE
Another top gaming pub sold in another show of force for
the pub and gaming industries, with John Feros’ JDA Hotels
grabbing Mascot’s Tennyson Hotel for around $27 million.
Listed as #94 gaming pub in NSW, the Tennyson sits on a 1400

storeys.
Boasting a 24-hour licence and 30 EGMs – with 22 in the
‘smoking solution’ area – JLL Hotel’s Sam Handy said the
operation can still benefit from further good management.
The vendors are divesting the hotel in a strategic exit from
NSW to concentrate on their Queensland operations. They
recently installed a kitchen, implemented a food offering
and are seeking licence adjustment for the beer garden, in
anticipation of the upcoming population growth.
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AUGUST NEWS
IRIS ‘EMPIRE’ BUILDING
KINGS CROSS
OPPORTUNITY
Making the most of Kings Cross’ reluctant transformation to
residential, cashed-up Iris Capital Group has acquired three
adjacent blocks on Darlinghurst Road.
Sam Arnaout’s Iris Group completed the purchase of the
Empire Hotel – adjacent to its recently acquired backpacker
lodge – adjacent to The Bourbon, which it purchased from
Chris Cheung in April.

the Government’s reactive and unconsidered imposing of
crippling trade restrictions on the designated late-trading
precinct.
“We didn’t do anything wrong. But the NSW Government not
only wouldn’t hear us out, they wouldn’t even take our calls,”
said owner Dave Evans. “So instead, now they can take the
calls from our lawyers.”
The restrictions have so dramatically re-shaped the precinct
that dozens of businesses have closed. Multiple property
owners and operators have joined Evans to explore
“compensation for their financial losses”.

Just two months ago, Iris sold its nearby Mercure complex –
replete with approved development for boutique apartments
through the 19-storey building – to Chinese developer
Greenland Group.

“Nobody wants alcohol-fuelled violence, but the businesses
of Kings Cross are paying a very heavy price for this blanket
approach,” said Senator Leyonhjelm.

The purchase of the Empire could open the door to a
large-scale development atop The Bourbon site, potentially
encompassing street-level revised hospitality offerings with
the two highly-prized liquor licences.

RYANS RAISE THE ROOF
ON THE REPUBLIC

The Empire was sold off-market by private investors through
CBRE Hotels and JLL Hotels, who were unable to comment.
It last sold in mid-2013 for around $12 million to a private
investor, who purchased it after 20 years’ ownership by David
Kingston’s Capital group.

DEATH OF KINGS CROSS
SPARKS CLASS ACTION
Shutting for good early August, Hugos’ owner and staff
fronted a party of Kings Cross stakeholders and Federal
senator David Leyonhjelm to announce intentions of a class
action against the NSW Government.
As the award-winning cornerstone of Kings Cross closed
its doors, the sickening reality of the area’s indiscriminate
strangulation has given rise to outrage by both businesses and
the public.
Hugos had never incurred a ‘strike’ for violence nor been
on any OLGR list, yet reports $10 million in losses since
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Patrick Ryan revealed the amazing new roof-less bar atop his
Pitt St corner pub, the Republic Hotel. The Ryans re-licensed
the 1865 building in 2002, and after 12 years it was due for a
facelift.
The level four dining area was underutilised, as was the
second level cocktail bar. Taking inspiration from international
destinations like New York, Ryan relocated Republic Dining
to level two and literally lifted the roof to create a spacious
open air bar on level four, with retractable louvres for weather
protection.
Ryan said the final key to the project decision came from the
owner of one of the best rooftop bars: The Glenmore.
“Martin Short said ‘Before you ask anything – just do it. It’ll
revolutionise the pub’.
“Sydney’s very fickle. You spend the money and they come.
It’s good to be on-trend with something not easy to replicate,
but it can’t just be shiny, you’ve got to give people a good
experience and continue to chase the right staff.”

AUGUST NEWS
CRUISE BAR WEATHERS
STORM IN A TEACUP
The much-awaited re-launch of Cruise Bar brought a
magnificent new venue, decadently artistic decorations,
hundreds of delighted guests, and a tsunami of ignorant

DURTY TALK OVER
LEEROY’S NEW DRESS
CODE
A Sydney publican’s attempt to lift the standard of his

and misplaced media coverage – but Chris Cheung was not

multi-million dollar investment saw shock-hungry media

perturbed.

lampooning his decision to implement a dress code. Leeroy

Pitched as a luxurious place for CBD professionals and tourists

Peterson purchased the notorious Durty Nelly’s in 2013

to enjoy sophisticated dining and cocktail experiences whilst

through CBRE. He undertook a stunning refurbishment and

overlooking Sydney Harbour and the Opera House, the

rebranded it the Village Inn, pitching to the highly gentrified

lavishly appointed new Cruise Bar draws inspiration from

local community.

global cities, particularly in Asia.
The opening night entertainment included masked dancers,
a muscle-bound male ‘break-dancing’ troop, and thematic
music bolstering the hedonistic, celebratory event.
“I think political correctness is taking over, in the context of
an art installation,” said Cheung. “We by no means meant to
offend anyone. That was definitely not our intention.”
In seeming ignorance of greater context or precedent (such

The dress code bans attire such as soiled and steel-capped
footwear, soiled or torn clothing, fancy dress and high-visibility
workwear. The move is completely within the legal discretion
of a venue, but has seen a backlash of would-be bogan
supporters, including NSW Premier Mike Baird and the Today
show’s Karl Stefanovic.
As supposedly outraged non-patrons take to social media to

as the Asian tradition of “body sushi” known as nyotaimori)

condemn Peterson’s age-old tactic for attracting a higher-

the opening night saw an echo of stories around the world,

minded clientele, the venue is getting the attention it needs to

including India and the UK, bemoaning the “misogynistic”

draw the flouro-hating locals back inside.

nature of one aspect of the event: two women – mostly
naked – adorned with fruit and tropical foods over discrete
underwear and nipple ‘pasties’.
Many guests – male and female – gratefully took a chocolatedipped grape or morsel offered by one of the smiling models.
Event organiser CoCreate Communications report no
complaints from the night, instead they have been flooded
with “over 100 media requests to attend upcoming tasting
events”.

The media circus even sparked a petition by outsiders,
politely asking mainstream media to ‘please consider the
consequences of their words, and find a real bloody story’.

LIQUOR AMENDMENT BILL
GOOD FOR PUBS
The Barnett Government introduced proposed changes in the
Liquor Control Amendment Bill 2015 to State parliament that
promises to “modernise Western Australia’s liquor laws”. The
Bill includes long-awaited corrections including the extension
of Sunday trading hours for pubs and nightclubs.
The “raft of red tape-reduction reforms” stem from 141
recommendations by an independent review and according
to Racing and Gaming Minister Colin Holt “acknowledge the
expectations of modern Western Australian society”.
CEO of Australian Hotels Association WA Bradley Woods said
the Government is to be commended for listening to the
electorate and delivering.
“For Perth and Western Australia to be considered an
international hospitality destination of choice, this type of
reform had to occur,” stresses Woods.
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MAJOR FEATURE

Hot for Summer
Hot. Thirsty. Good times … all things we associate with
summer. The warmer months of the year, with their
longer days and balmy nights, get people thinking about
socialising and the best place to go for a frosty beverage
in the company of friends.
The summer season also means longer daylight and
the delectation of Christmas and New Year time public
holiday period. In all, a smorgasbord of opportunities for
watering holes to thrive.
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HOT FOR SUMMER
Summer is the optimum time for outdoor areas, whether
they be alfresco dining spaces, balconies or beer gardens.
Eating and drinking in the sunshine is simply part of Australian
culture.
Of course people get the same sunshine in their back yard as
they get in the beer garden, so beyond the cold drinks and
friendly service it may be things they can’t have at home that
get them off the deck chair.
Outdoor cooling … outdoor heating (not every night is balmy)
… big entertainment and atmosphere. Reasons to get out of
the house.
Cooling outdoor areas in baking sun to any pleasing degree
is next to impossible with anything other than a good quality
misting system.
They work on the same principle as sweat, in that evaporating
liquids have a cooling effect on their surroundings.
Commercial-grade misting systems project billions of tiny
droplets that ‘flash’ evaporate, cooling the air up to 12 degrees.
There are ‘imitation’ systems on the market, including some
that only use mains pressure (as low as 20 psi), which are
cheaper. The droplets are far larger and don’t immediately
evaporate, so don’t provide the same cooling effect. They also
leave surfaces wet and potentially slippery, which is obviously
dangerous in commercial environments.
Misting systems are far cheaper to operate than any
conventional air-conditioning, and they actually offer greater
effect in higher temperatures. They also discourage flies and
other flying insects.
Ozmist is the leading brand in misting systems in Australia,
having specialised in them for over 15 years. It has a range of
portable units that can operate connected to a hose or using
an internal water tank, as well as fixed misting fans and static
nozzle systems.
The Ozmist high-pressure pump module produces 1000
psi of water pressure, which is transported through nylon
or stainless steel tubing to specially designed nozzles. Static
systems, typically installed on roof fixtures such as rafters or

Developments in the solar industry are making solar energy an
increasingly attractive alternative – particularly for businesses with
significant power usage.
A company called Smart Commercial Solar offers solutions with
no up-front cost, and innovative alternative such as car park
coverings made of solar panels.
The pay-as-you-go solution has businesses pay a fixed rate,
typically lower than market, for electricity created by the panels
installed. These will likely provide 30-40 per cent of the pub’s total
power requirements. In five to ten years the installation will be
repaid, and remains to continue to provide free electricity for its
lifespan, which is guaranteed for 25 years.
It really suits any business spending over $20,000 annually on
power, especially those seeking to establish long-term power
generation and independence.
Smart Commercial is collaborating with Solar PV in offering solar
car park structures with the same pay-as-you-go scheme. Rather
than cover the hotel’s roof in panels, a car park structure provides
shade for vehicles while creating power for the premises. And
while roofs may not offer the best aspect, or be partially shaded,
a car park structure can be put in the hottest, sunniest position,
where it will be most appreciated.

pergolas, spray mist from nozzles placed 750mm apart. Wallmounted or fixed fans have stainless steel misting rings in
front. Up to 35 fans can run from one pump.
These systems are easy to assemble and install, coming with
complete instructions and requiring no specific tradesperson.
Ozmist offer free consultation and custom solutions with only
basic details of requirements and an image of the area.
Hot during the day does not always mean hot nights, and
outdoor areas can need heating too, especially either side of
summer.
The challenge with heating outdoors is heating what you
want heated, and not the great outdoors. Flames, whether
from fire or gas heaters, heat the surrounding air, which
can promptly blow away. Known as convection heating, the
energy is easily lost and the temperatures drops away further
from the heat.
A better solution is radiant heating, which works like the
sun’s rays. Just sunlight warms through wind, radiant heaters
directly heat objects and people around them through infrared waves, which penetrate the air.

Ozmist at Naked for Satan Hotel, Melbourne
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Thermofilm specialises in these heaters, producing an
Australian engineered and assembled range designed for
Australian conditions. The Heatstrip Classic and Heatstrip Max
are rugged units with an anodised alloy casing and custom
alloy heating element, made for permanent outdoor use or
difficult indoor situations. They can be mounted on walls or

HOT FOR SUMMER
ceilings, suspended from chains or rods, and linked as twins or
end-to-end.
Also, unlike many infra-red heaters, they emit no blinding
light, meaning they can appear as either an attractive fixture or
blend unobtrusively into their surroundings as required.
The Heatstrip Max is ideal for commercial use, as virtually
indestructible and requires no weather protection even in
corrosive coastal environments. Models come with plugs for
DIY installation or can be hard-wired into a 15-amp power
supply.

Outdoor shade structures can be both functional and
ornamental, and there are benefits in non-permanent options
such as umbrellas, awnings and sails versus classic structural
solutions like roofs and pergolas.
While fixed corrugated iron or clear roof must comply with
building codes and usually requires a DA, many lighter shade
products do not. Fixed roofing may prove more durable in
the long-term, but has also the additional cost of building
and materials, and is harder to refresh for a new appearance.
Unlike roofing, fabric can easily be coloured or patterned.
Folds and expanses of cloth can be far more striking than a
uniform surface.

Lyn Humphreys at the Oatley Hotel recently undertook a largescale refurbishment of the hotel’s outdoor area.
The most striking aspect of the renovation is undoubtedly the
massive 7 m² all-weather high-res LED television by Big Screen
Projects. The screens produce a high quality image that can be
viewed by the entire area, rain, hail and most importantly – in
broad sunlight.
The Oatley’s beer garden also sports attractive shade structures,
which house a discrete array of Jbn Sound Ceilings. These
custom application speaker systems provide atmospheregenerating music and sound, without upsetting the Oatley’s
nearby residential neighbours.
Already well loved for its beer garden, the hotel is well
positioned to capitalise on the novelty and attraction of the
upgraded area.

The company that prides itself in customised and practical
“fabric architecture” for hospitality venues is MakMax. Its range
of tensile membranes, foils, translucent membrane roofing,
shade sails and ‘architectural umbrellas’, coupled with software
developed specifically for its products, allow a wide variety of
solutions.
Materials can be highly visible for a striking appearance, or
subtle and designed to blend with surroundings. Solutions

MakMax at Birkenhead Tavern
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MAJOR FEATURE
can be free-standing or modular, with steel fixtures powdercoated to colour of choice and built to custom requirements if
needed.
Outdoor entertainment can be fraught with challenges,
particularly if a venue is located close to residential areas.
Open spaces are great for creating a party environment, and
hosting performances such as live music, DJs or artists, but
‘sound spill’ can be a big problem.
The Sound Ceiling product, designed and developed in
Sweden, and distributed in Australia by Jbn Sound Ceiling is
specifically designed to combat this issue. It is effectively a
modular ceiling panel of speakers, but features technology
known as ‘Plane Wave’ that greatly reduces the transfer of
sound, particularly the omni-directional nature of bass sound
waves (up to 15dB at three metres). These units suit a variety
of indoor and outdoor applications, including suspension or
permanent fixture under roofing or umbrella structures.
An additional benefit of the localised sound projection is noise
reduction in other parts of the venue. Although central areas
and dance floors may want pumping beats, more relaxed
areas including the bar allow patrons and service personnel to
converse more easily.

Hot for Indoors
Entertainment provider Nightlife Music is a veteran of the pub
industry, and produces a goody bag of new technology-based
additions to its services each year. Recent expansion has
seen it evolve from primarily music video to offer full-service
24/7 content and support, with sight and sound for use in the
foreground or background.

HOT FOR SUMMER
The town of Bilpin straddles the
Blue Mountains and is known
for its boutique apple orchards.
Bilpin Cider emanates from this
provenance and markets itself
around the tradition and history of
the region.
The cider label was founded in
2011 with Bilpin Original. In 2012 it
released a Pear varietal and Original
draught, and in 2014 the Bilpin Blush
Pink Lady.
Bilpin has released in time for
summer a nod to its origins – the
Archibald Pink Cloudy Apple. This is
a homage to the pioneering founder
of the region, Archibald Bell, who
forged a stock route across the
mountains in that area. The label
bears his imagined likeness in 1823.
The increasingly complex cider
market continues to demand new
and interesting products, and in the
competitive craft markets a strong
brand story and background can
make all the difference.
Recent years have seen the company introduce a suite of
management tools and apps to the party, helping venue
managers better communicate with and service patrons
by controlling the entertainment environment without
leaving the floor. While this is convenient, it also serves the
greater purpose of helping floor managers maintain a better
experience and connection with patrons.
Custom playlists and dynamic content go a long way to
creating an individual style for a venue’s entertainment, even
if accompaniment to drawcard offerings such as pay-per-view
events or live performances.
Indoor entertainment in venues must compete with the flat
screen televisions that have become so common in private
homes. Cinematic plasma or LED screens have reduced in
price so dramatically that providing something bigger and
better is not easy.
A cost-effective solution indoors can be a projector, which
can produce a large image on a wall or pull-down screen,
viewable by a room full of beer-hugging sports fans. The
march of technology has seen projectors increase in capability
while simultaneously coming down in price.

Nightlife’s in-venue manager app

A new entry to the market for summer is Amber Technology’s
Optoma ultra-short-throw projector. It is designed for high
usage in environments such as hospitality, displaying full
high-definition images with 20,000:1 contrast ratio, from live
sporting events to signage to function presentations.
August 2015 PubTIC | 13
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Screen Projects and Jbn Sound Celing at the Oatley Hotel

Although boasting an array of technology previously limited
to far more expensive units, its strongest design feature is its
ability to project a high-quality image from very close to the
projection surface. This makes it suited to areas with space
limitations, such as private function rooms, and eliminates
unwanted interference and shadows that can occur with
projectors mounted some distance from the screen.

standing. It is manufactured by Dutch furniture company
Schilte from quality PEFC (Programme for the Endorsement of
Forest Certification) hardwoods.

Its dust-prevention technology keeps the lens unblemished,
and the 6,500 hour lamp life means low maintenance. Multiple
units can be controlled through a local area network using its
custom software, and ‘dynamic discovery’ makes installation
easy.

Played in singles or teams, indoors or outdoors, it is
competitive and addictive and has spawned tournaments
around the world.

The game comprises a long polished board, along which
wooden pucks are slid, the aim being to get them into the four
numbered slots at the other end. A puck in each slot makes a
‘set’ and points are doubled.

A game that has been popular in Europe for decades has
just been introduced into Australia. Shulbach, imported by
MontiToys.com is a variation on shuffleboard that is versatile
and doesn’t require fixed installation.
Shuffleboard is popular in Europe and North America and
commonly found in bars. Shulbach is a compact version that
can be set up easily and played by any age group, sitting or

WIN A HIGH-DEFINITION PROJECTOR
Amber Technology is giving away one of its high-tech,
high-definition Optoma projectors – valued at $2,999 –
to readers of PubTIC Magazine.
Simply email your entry to admin@pubtic.com.au

In 50 words or less: what was most successful
change you implemented or event you hosted
last summer?
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HOT FOR SUMMER
In recent years, while the consumer market grows increasingly
thirsty for better quality beer, there has also been increased
focus on the inherent dangers of cellar systems – both in
terms of the caustic chemicals required, and the lingering
practise of using pressurised kegs of cleaning solution to clean
lines.
SafeWork continues an ongoing investigation, prompted by
some OHS-related accidents in cellars that caused serious
injury such as blindness. Tripping hazards and handling errors
can be dangerous in any environment, but the presence
of harsh chemicals and pressure systems can dramatically
increase the risks, particularly when everyday, seemingly
mundane duties are unexpectedly carried out by someone
new or unfamiliar with the dangers.
Beer line industry leader Bracton has developed a new
product in response to market trends, which has now
completed testing and will be rolled out in time for summer
trading. Effectively competing with its own market-dominant
product(s), Bracton has developed a completely new beer line
cleansing formula that is non-hazardous. Unlike its tried-andtrue DP1 and DP2 products, the new ‘Craft Beer Line Cleaner’
will not cause caustic burns.
As an international forerunner for best practise in line
cleaning, the company undertook this initiative after
numerous instances where it was asked to provide expert

testimony in accident investigations. The goal was to create a
solution to proactively prevent accidents in the future.
This motivation has translated into a ground-breaking new
chemical set that provides equal if not better results than
existing formulas, and a range of cellar safety products to
provide workers with the Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)
mandatory in so many other industries.
Cellar tragedies involving pressurised kegs, such as the
notorious case of a young man losing an arm, have seen the
industry and Government regulations move strongly in favour
of regulated pump systems rather than CO2 propulsion. To this
end, Bracton endorse and distribute the Dosatron pump.

cleaning schedules to “dose” the beer systems according to
time frequency: a weekly clean uses a five per cent ratio of
chemicals, a monthly clean uses a 20 per cent ratio.
While the amount of cleaning solution used remains the same,
the flexibility it allows in the cleaning routine can translate
to considerable savings in time and wastage for operators
– without sacrificing the line quality essential to satisfy
discerning palates.

For pub operators looking to mitigate the risks to cellar
employees, there are workplace products and tools to both
help prevent injury and to deal with emergencies if they do
happen.
Caustic chemicals cause eye damage due to their alkalinity
and the effect of that on the delicate surface of the eye.
Industrial workplaces using such chemicals typically have
an emergency eye bath (pictured). Rapid application of fresh
water to the victim can go a long way to preventing serious
permanent injury or loss of vision. Non-vented goggles can
prevent eyes being exposed to chemical splashes and vapours.
Safety signage and MSDS (Material Safety Data Sheet) displays
help alert inexperienced personnel to the dangers present.

The new formula beer line cleaner allows pump-operated
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FEATURE: PROMOTIONS

Build It And They Will Come
Whether it be a daily happy hour, a weekly instalment or
once-in-a-lifetime extravaganza, pubs need to regularly
remind people what a great place they are to spend time.
Promotions to boost business can serve a variety of
purposes, from regular occasions to liven up quiet times, to
high-profile parties to make the most of special events.
Ultimately, patrons respond to effort put in to encourage
them to attend. Clyde Mooney reports

March Into Merivale, 2015
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FEATURE: PROMOTIONS
Promotion Professionals
The Pub is The Place to socialise in towns and suburbs across
Australia. There is nowhere that brings people together quite
like the ‘everybody’s welcome’ nature of The Local.
Every night of the week there are people sitting in their living
rooms that might very well go to a vibrant social place to
mingle with other people, if given a reason.
“Build it and they will come” can refer to more than bricks and
mortar (or baseball fields) – it is just as relevant to building
a reputation as a provider of good times. A regular specialty
night or party-style event can attract a lot of business that
might otherwise go somewhere else.
Full House Group (FHG) are in the business of entertainment
services, which they deliver in conjunction with marketing
and loyalty systems to attract and please patrons, and have
them wanting to come back to do it again.
The cost of hosting is obviously offset by the potential in trade
that would otherwise be not buying drinks and meals. The
fresh patronage may need time to build, so choosing the right
offering can be key to optimising the return on investment;
the best attractions, to attract the people, to patronise the
times and facilities needing patronage.
FHG’s Steven Nicholson says their most successful pub
products cater to specific niche’s in the venue. The everpopular trivia nights are best suited to encouraging
foodservice and groups, the globally popular poker nights
and tournaments attract a wide demographic and encourage
regulars to the ‘poker passport’.
For sports bars, FHG’s Sportspick product is very effective
in attracting sports-hungry patrons on Thursday and Friday
nights to place tips, while Saturday’s ‘Punter’s Challenge’ is
built around the Saturday race meets. Nicholson says, like
Sportspick, it gives this kind of patron the reason to spend
some time with like-minded mates.
“These tippers will generally stay for a couple of beers and
have a couple of bets, while checking their progressive

Quizzame, at Club Kilsyth

scores in the Punter’s Challenge comp and waiting for the
prizes to be distributed after the final race.”
The ‘Texas Hold Em’ phenomena has gone around the world
in recent years, especially Down Under since Australian Joe
Hachem won $10 million in 2005 in the World Series of Poker.
Far from a game for just men, FHG say it typically attracts both
genders and a variety of age groups.
“Men and women of all ages come along to play and enjoy
the game, as well as the social aspect of Texas Hold Em Poker.
Poker has breathed life into what were traditionally quiet
nights at venues.”
An option for this service are ‘Poker Passports’ that players
hold and have stamped each time they purchase food or
beverages. Four stamps can be traded for additional playing
chips.
“It’s not uncommon for tournaments to have 80 or more
players,” reports Nicholson. “Pubs can see huge benefits for
their restaurant, bar, pokies and Tab with that many people in
the venue.”
Trivia is for teams; people that want to get together on a
weeknight and have a meal, exercise their general knowledge
and attempt to outwit each other. FHG hosts entertain, as well
as ask questions and manage the night. Nicholson says it is
engineered for social interaction.
“This is a great product for friends and families to get together
for a bit of fun. The trivia host will make sure everyone has
a laugh, and the questions – delivered in an audio visual
production – cover a whole range of topics.
“Much like poker, venues have found that they can rejuvenate
a quiet night with trivia.”
Hosted events such as these can be ideal for targeted boosts
to trade, but the busy periods must also be offering good
reasons for return business.

Poker tournament at Southport

Industry leader for in-venue entertainment is Nightlife Music.
The company offers a suite of products and services to hone
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in on needs and solutions, and monitor ongoing success.
“At its core, Nightlife is a music management service – with
foundations rooted in a robust briefing process,” says client
services manager Ben Wighton.
“Our relationship managers develop music briefs with our
clients, drawing on information about the venue’s purpose, its
positioning, target demographic, etcetera.”
Wighton says the relationship managers take a central role in
the delivery of many of Nightlife’s services, including music
and ambient visual programming, digital advertising and
technical support.
“Our Relationship Managers often act as project managers,
helping to set new clients up with a Nightlife System. This
includes liaising with 3rd party Audio / Visual suppliers, IT
suppliers and key client contacts to coordinate briefing,
delivery, installation and commissioning.
“This creates a single point of contact for our clients for all of
their needs, building trust, accountability and in turn strong
relationships.”

L-R: Andre Fineran, Batch Brewing; Zak Solari, Keg & Brew licensee;
Simon ‘Wombat’ Kraegan, Young Henrys

sells the most secures the brewery a permanent tap for three
months.
While promoting the venue and attracting interested beer
drinkers, the pub had brewers competing for the right to
provide an ongoing beer that has proven popular.
“We find that events are a great way for brewers to showcase
their beers to our existing cliental, as well as being a way for
us to welcome new customers to the venue, who are drawn
to the event because they’re already fans of the brewery,” said
Solari.
In Adelaide, about a year ago a group of scientists walked into
a bar. No joke, they were to host the first of monthly events
called ‘Science in the Pub’ (SciPub).
Dr Pallave Dasari, committee member of SciPub told the ABC
it was more of an extension of what they were already doing,
but with an offer to the public to join in the discussion.

Home-grown Promotions
To celebrate its hugely successful first year, Sydney craft beer
doyen the Keg & Brew, threw itself a birthday party.

“I don’t think the public actually realise how much science
is done in a pub,” said Dr Dasari. “There have been a lot of
fantastic collaborations that have been made, across the fields,
around alcohol.”

The K&B bills itself as a place for “everyone interested in good
beer and good grub in a traditional pub setting”, but makes a
regular point of hosting craft beer nights and experiences to
keep people interested.

Held at a different location each time, usually on the first
Friday of the month, SciPub has been typically attracting 80120 people for the scintillating conversation, and a few pints.

“We’re big supporters of Australian craft brewers and local
Sydney brewers, and we’ve also got a bank of Golden Oldies
on tap featuring old-time favourites like Reschs, VB and
Carlton Draught,” says licensee, Zak Solari.

Twenty-one years ago Broken Hill came into the spotlight as
a film about three drag queens put it on the LGBTI (Lesbian,
Gay, Bi-Sexual, Transvestite, Intersexed) map.

For the birthday bash, they lined up two popular breweries
for a battle to sell more beer. Six taps were dedicated to each
brewery, and patrons were offered samplers. The beer that
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Priscilla, Queen of the Desert, was about three drag queens
that pass through outback NSW en route to Alice Springs.
Featured in the movie, Broken Hill’s Palace Hotel celebrated
the birthday by hosting the inaugural ‘Broken Heel’ festival.
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It proved a magnet for tourists and cross-dressers, and saw
a flood of visitors arrive to watch the performances and strut
around town in drag.
“It went great!” Esther La Rovere, hotel co-owner and festival
organiser told PubTIC. “I actually think it was on a lot of
people’s bucket list, and this was a good time to tick the box.
We’ve had a lot of emails from people from overseas who are
coming to Australia and wanted to get out here.
“We’re considering it as an annual event.”
A boon for the local economy, Mayor Wincen Cuy supports
the idea of an annual, perhaps timed to coincide with the
Sydney Gay & Lesbian Mardi Gras in March.

Merivale Moves
No-one knows how to throw a party like the incomparable
Merivale – dominion of bar-tsar Justin Hemmes, and his
legion of dutiful staff.
This year saw the jewel in the portfolio’s crown, ivy, take Best
Entertainment Venue again at the AHA National Awards, and
newly promoted marketing director Andrew El-Bayeh win
2015 Rising Star.
Merivale hosts events like few could consider, both one-offs
in individual locations, and festival-style juggernauts that span
across the entire portfolio. The amazing ivy continues to host
global super-nightclub franchise Pacha every Saturday. ElBayeh says the launch in 2012 is still his stand-out moment in
a career of pub promotion.
“It was a sensory overload, featuring more than ten hours of
dance and euphoria, with theatrics, trapeze artists, dancers
and more.”
El-Bayeh says the Merivale marketing team focus on
producing specific results from promotions:
• Showcase the Merivale brand
• Challenge customer perceptions
• Reward customers by adding value to the experience
• Convert customers into brand advocates

Rebecca Gibbs

Although they aim to attract people of all ages, business
thrives on the nightlife generation, and they make strong use
of social media to spread messages.
Merivale’s in-house publicist and recent finalist in B&T’s
coveted ’30 Under 30’ Awards, Rebecca Gibbs, says this year’s
March Into Merivale, the seventh instalment, aimed to create
more customer-focused, “surprising and sharable” moments.
“It set out to evolve from a successful food and wine festival
to a world class experience that surprised customers at every
point,” said Gibbs.
“The festival delivered on every level, with record ticket sales,
increased revenue, three times the amount of media coverage
and a proven shift in brand advocacy and social chatter.”
Gibbs began her career in PR, and gaining a reputation was
selected to join Merivale’s professional team, soon holding
a key role in the brand’s identity. She says there is a strong
correlation between well-executed PR and hospitality
promotion, and recognising this is vital in the “crowded and
fickle” hospitality marketplace.
“PR, when used strategically, is an extremely powerful tool
to navigate through this; using the power of the media to
shape and shift public perception and create genuine brand
advocates amongst your audience.
“As PRs and marketers, we have to constantly tap into the
pulse of the community so that our venue becomes its
beating heart. That it is one of the many reasons why Justin is
so good at what he does – he puts the local community at the
forefront of all his venue concepts.
“Hospitality, after all, is about people.”
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Happy Hour is perhaps the oldest form of pub promotion and
still a staple in many establishments. But social protocol has
come to frown on gratuitous alcoholic bribery as a drawcard,
and discounted drinks have been shown to be consistently the
greatest source of regulation problems.
Broad sales figures show patrons are drinking less overall, but
increasing quality – the trend known as ‘premiumisation’.
It is interesting to note, that non-alcoholic beverages account
for an average of eight per cent of total beverage sales over
the bar¹. Perhaps even more interesting is that the percentage
of non-alcoholic drink sales goes up dramatically in two key
situations:
1. Drinks served with food – 15 per cent of sales
2. Drinks served in outdoor areas during the day
– 16 per cent are non-alcoholic
Alcohol-free drinks, of course, bear no promotional stigma,
and there is a lot of scope for premiumisation from a simple
soft drink. By far the most popular non-alcoholic adult-style
drink in pubs is the steadfast ‘lemon, lime & bitters’, which
offers a great profit margin.

To a large extent this is because island2island provide venues
with promotional material and accessories, to both tempt
the customer and help produce a drink worthy of a premium
price.

The household name for bitters in pubs for decades has been
Angostura Aromatic Bitters. It is a concentrated, highly
distinctive staple that represents the flavour of bitters to most
people. It has been made to a secret recipe for nearly twohundred years, using natural ingredients and no colours or
preservatives – offering both health and provenance appeal.

island2island CEO Allan Shearer told PubTIC that reminding
and upselling patrons to premium options at the bar is key.

Since island2island took over distribution of Angostura
in 2007, the number of serves of lemon, lime & bitters in
Australia has risen over 30 per cent to 100 million annually.

“The opportunity to create variations such as ‘soda, lime &
bitters’ and ‘ginger, lime & bitters’ has also helped venues to
premiumise their non-alcoholic beverage offerings.”

“We have worked hard to support venues by supplying
impactful point of sale materials such as swizzle sticks,
coasters, drip trays, bar mats and caddies that act as constant
prompts when drinkers are deciding what to order.

Classic L,L&B
Holding glass on an angle, add 4-6 dashes
of Angostura bitters to the glass walls and
swirl to coat evenly
Fill glass with ice
Fill 3/4 full with lemonade
Add 15ml of lime juice cordial or fresh lime
juice to the glass
Add lime wedge
Top up glass with more lemonade
Stir – to achieve the customary peachy
colour
Add a straw and swizzle stick, and serve

¹Barscan data: February, 2015
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THE PRIDE OF TAMWORTH
The recent Australian Hotels Association’s National Awards
for Excellence praised the best of the best from around
the country, in areas relating to food, beverages, service,
innovation and gaming in the business of pubs and hotels
The highlight of the night is the induction of one stand-out
individual into the Johnnie Walker Hall of Fame. This honour is
reserved for true icons of the hospitality industry.
This year’s recipient – as described at the ceremony – is the
embodiment of a self-made cornerstone of the country pub
tradition. He is the founder of The Pub Group, Bevan Douglas.
Selling up his newsagency business in Sydney’s Marrickville
in 1974, Douglas relocated his family to the modest and
unknown town of Tamworth. Soon after, he opened Bevan
Douglas Funerals on Peel Street, adjacent to the Peel River,
which runs through town.
Douglas grew up near Urana, in the Riverina, near Wagga
Wagga in south central New South Wales. In 1989 he learned
of an opportunity to acquire the licence of the Australian Hotel
in Wagga Wagga, which he brought to Tamworth and used to
open The Pub, on West Tamworth’s Gunnedah Road.
The Pub was the beginning of a series of acquisitions into the
portfolio, such as the Southgate Inn, Family Hotel, Dominoes
Nightclub, the Good Companions Hotel and the Longyard
Hotel. The hotel operations have come to employ an array of
Douglas family members and offspring.
Douglas was involved from an early stage with the Australian
Hotels Association, and in 1995 became President and
Delegate of the Tamworth & District sub-branch. Over time he
served as Country Delegate to the NSW Executive Board, NSW
Senior Vice President and National Secretary/Treasurer. He is
currently on the NSW Branch Ethics Committee.
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Bevan Douglas receiving his award at the
AHA National Awards for Excellence

These positions have seen him take on numerous battles on
behalf of AHA members. This year brought a petition calling
for a review on the 10pm mandatory bottle shop closing time
that garnered 10,000 signatures, which were presented to the
NSW Parliament.
The rural pioneer was also a founding member of ‘Club
16’ – a battalion of country delegates that challenge their
metropolitan counterparts to an annual golf competition prior
to the AGM. Country currently hold the trophy.
He also spent eight years as an employer director on the
board of leading superannuation fund to the hospitality
industry, Hostplus. And Bevan and Joan Douglas have been
the driving force behind the rise and rise of the Tamworth
Country Music Festival, which was named by Forbes magazine
in 2007 as number 8 in the World’s Coolest Music Festivals.
For the complete list of 2015 winners, see PubTIC website:

AHA NATIONAL AWARDS: AUSTRALIA-WIDE
WINNERS REVEALED

OUTBACK & PROUD

The (famous) Pub With No Beer!
“… it’s no place for a dog …”
Slim Dusty
Slim Dusty didn’t actually write those immortal words. He
did, however, turn them into one of the biggest hits ever
by an Australian singer, and made one Aussie pub very
famous. But which one?
Intrepid traveller Greg Smith reports – words and images.
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The Pub with No Beer stands proud today in the quiet little
town of Taylors Arm, in NSW.

Hold onto your hats, Queenslanders, I’ll get to you!!
The ‘song’ was written by a childhood mate of Slim’s named
Gordon Parsons. The two grew up together just down the
track from Taylors Arm.
Now, there is a tad of controversy surrounding this song, and
more than just a little State of Origin vexation. Another pub, up
north in Ingham, Queensland, lays claim to being that fabled
pub – or at least claims to be built on the hallowed ground
where once stood the famously dry watering hole.
Here’s how the yarn pans out. One fateful night, back in 1943,
a local cane cutter named Dan Sheahan rode his standard 20
miles into town for cold one. But when he got there, he was

Being the sort of bloke that he was, he didn’t cause a blue, he

told that a bunch of Yankee soldiers – remember, this was

just sat in the corner and wrote a poem about “A Pub Without

during WW2 – had managed to drink the pub dry of its ration

Beer”. This went on to be published in the local rag, and that

of beer.

was that. Until, about 10 years later when someone handed

Poor old Dan had to settle for a glass of plonk.

an old piece of newspaper to country songwriter Gordon
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Parsons, and suggested the poem thereon might make a good
song.
Parsons had no idea from where the poem originated,
(probably didn’t think to Google it) but the idea inspired him
and he moulded it into a song, with characters in mind from
his local in Taylors Arm.
And herein lies the controversy that has the Blues and
Maroons arguing: Dan Sheahan wrote his poem sitting in a
dry pub in Queensland, the song was inspired from the notion
and applied to Taylors Arm. Incidentally, the real ‘dry’ pub was
knocked down and a new one built on the same ground in
1960. They reckon they have claim to be the Pub with No Beer.
I haven’t yet had the privilege of not drinking in the pub in
Ingham; one day I will take my dry, dusty throat there. But I
have spent a dry couple of hours in the pub called the “Pub
With No Beer” – its actual registered name.
Hosts Trevor and Tracie Welsh have only had the licence
for a few years, and they’ve proudly maintained the lovely
old 1890s buildings, including the original bunkhouse
accommodation next door.
The local characters are still there, a fun bunch who make
travellers feel welcome, and the food is excellent. Trevor is also
still a local cattle producer, and supplies his own kitchen; the
steaks are becoming legendary. Across the road from the pub,
the town maintains a large freebie caravan area.
This is a typical country pub: the beating heart of a tiny
country town, off the beaten track, but with enough vision to
work hard at attracting visitors, and lucky enough to have a
pub with a big, thirsty legend.
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